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**Lightle wins student trustee election**

By Jon Kartman

Daily Egyptian Staff Writer

Forest "Rusty" Lightle, the newly elected student representative to the Board of Trustees, said Tuesday night that he would like to see the "reactor area" role of students to matters of campus policy and decision-making change to one of more active involvement.

Lightle, a 24-year-old senior majoring in philosophy and political science, won the Wednesday election to fill a trustee vacancy over four challengers. His 719 voting and 703 total vote margin over the current Student Trustee Matthew Rich by 616 votes.

Gary Ferguson, a senior majoring in journalism, received 404 of the 2,279 votes cast in the trustee race. Leonard Swanson, a junior in political science, was close behind with 380 votes. He was followed in the balloting by a write-in candidate, Pat Hartlage, a junior in recreation, who polled 164 votes.

Lightle will assume his new duties at the June meeting of the Board of Trustees.

**Election tabulations on Page 3**

Following the tabulation of the votes, which lasted until 4 a.m. Thursday, Lightle said he will have to play "catch-up ball" during the length of his term.

"Students are always playing catch-up when you have permanent administrative directors. You're never on their level," he said.

Lightle said his main goal as student trustee will be to take a more active part in the matters of policy and decision-making that affect the campus community.

"I think the students want more than somebody who faithfully attends the board meetings," he said.

"I think there are problems that come up every day that the student trustee could help to resolve," Lightle said. "This is what I mean when I say that the student trustee should take a more active hand in campus affairs."

The Park Forest native is currently a member of the president's search committee for a vice president for Academic Affairs. As an executive assistant to outgoing Student President Dennis Sullivan, Lightle served as chairman of the committee for the Merit Award Program.

He said his past record in Student Government should be helpful in his new position. "With the experience I've had up to this point," Lightle said, "my new job should be 90 percent less difficult to get used to."

---

**Rebel troops seize Phnom Penh**

**Editor's Note:** This dispatch was the last received from three Cambodian newsmen in Phnom Penh reporting for the Associated Press.

PHNOM PENH, Cambodia (AP) - White flags and banners of surrender fluttered from every building in downtown Phnom Penh on Thursday to welcome the black-robed Khmer Rouge victors. The first rebel troops came in from the north. They parked their armored vehicles by the municipal stadium and walked triumphantly south in groups of three or four along a broad avenue in the direction of the government palace. They received a cheering welcome from thousands of people who had assembled throughout Phnom Penh to watch the Khmer Rouge parade along the main boulevards.

In groups of three or four along a surrounding ring of buildings, rebel soldiers were seen to be guarding the university, the national theater, the hotel and the palace.

 dok a declared the hotel a security zone for noncombatants, and the Khmer Rouge did not try to enter it. "The white flag means cease-fire," one officer said. He said the display of surrender flags was ordered by the Cambodian military command.

By noon, thousands of students paraded along the main boulevards, waving banners to greet the Khmer Rouge. Just before 1 p.m., Radio Phnom Penh began broadcasting a message that the government's military command was going into talks with the "brothers of the other side."

---

**Future Food**

Kathy Kelly of the Ananda Marga Yoga Society prepared ingredients for a "Meal of the Future," a low fast, high protein meal served at the Student Christian Foundation during Thursday's local observance of Food Day '75.

(Staff photo by Bob Rinkham)
The three most common forms of IUDs are, from left, the Dalkon Shield, Lippes loop and Softi-cell. As IUD then the cost of the IUD and the diaphragm cannot vary from place to place, sperm intake from entering the uterus.

The diagram can be inserted up to two hours before sexual intercourse. If more than two hours go by before intercourse, the device should have a reapplication of spermicidal cream. The amount of cream given should be enough for one act of intercourse and contraceptive foam should be used before intercourse.

The woman can perform any normal activity while the IUD is in place. The position of the device should be checked after every bowel movement.

Even with a spermicidal cream on the condom, five percent of sperm can penetrate. Intrauterine devices are available for women who do not want to use contraceptives.

Developed in 1983 by a German doctor named Wilde, the diaphragm was the first effective, easy to use contraceptive. It revolutionized the whole idea of birth control.

The Health Service fits and sells diaphragms to all students. The cost of the diaphragm is $10 to 15 per cent.

The spermicidal cream in the vagina is simple and harmless. There are three major kinds: foaming on the market. The cream and jelly are only effective with the diaphragm and may be used alone. The foams are more effective in preventing pregnancy. The foam, spray, gel and balsam work in the uterus opening and forms a relatively good barrier.

The idea is new. More than 3,500 years ago, an unknown Egyptian writer suggested the use of a plastic cup and acacia tips (a vegetable gum) as a contraceptive.

Although harmless, vaginal contraceptives have a higher failure rate, 15 to 22 percent. All of the contraceptives, except for the diaphragm, are sold at the Health Service for students.

News Roundup

Connelly acquitted in milk fund bribery trial

WASHINGTON (AP) — John B. Connally, secretary of Treasury in the Nixon administration, was acquitted by a federal jury of charges for $10,000 for influencing a milk price report.

Connelly embraced his wife in the courtroom Monday as the jury said he did not have any immediate plan.

Connelly, 71, was acquitted by a jury of eight women and four men who concluded he had not had any direct or indirect personal gain.

The Ford administration threatened the strike for 60 days

WASHINGTON (AP) — President Ford has delayed for 60 days a threatened strike against the nation's railroads by the Brotherhood of Railway and Airline Clerks. The 250,000-member union voted to walk out at 12:01 a.m. Friday but then announced it would delay the walkout.

The facilitator is a rider to an amendment sponsored by William Hines stated a proposal by the Student Health Program. The Nelson proposal is co-sponsored by Sen. Edward M. Kennedy (D-Mass.) and nine others that would declare the national emergency.

The proposal was introduced in the Senate by President Cecil A. Partee, D-Chicago, is backed by Chicago Mayor Richard J. Daley.

S. Vietnam officials appear ready to negotiate

WASHINGTON (AP) — South Vietnam's foreign minister is ready to negotiate with the United States to bring about a just settlement with the Viet Cong and North Vietnam.

The statement is the first indication that the United States is prepared to negotiate with any representatives of the Viet Cong.
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Court rejects police department evidence on suspended officers

By Pat Corcoran
Daily Egyptian Staff Writer

Felony charges against four suspended Carbondale police officers were dropped Thursday after a court ruling Thursday banning evidence gathering in the Carbondale police internal investigation.

Jackson County State's Attorney Howard Hood said he would have a definite statement on the case Friday but that their testimony would not be used. "The case is weak if not nonexistent," Hood said.

Hood said earlier he would not take the case to court without sufficient evidence.

Judge Richard Richman ruled that the evidence gathered by the Carbondale Police Department's investigation of the alleged Feb. 19 dumping of Sylvester Moore in Oakwood Bottoms was inadmissible in court. Richman agreed with a defense motion to suppress the evidence obtained "by coercion."

Charged with illegal restraint, a lesser kidnapping charge carrying lower penalties, are patrolmen Robert Goro, William Holmes, Melvin Krekel and Sgt. Marcus Voss. The state alleged that the three patrolmen took Moore, a 34-year-old Carbondale man, 30 miles from Carbondale and left him in a rural area.

To support the defense's contention of four confessions, Carbondale Police Chief George Kennedy testified department policy said officers must answer questions in internal investigations or be fired. The police were told Hood had no testimony would not be used against them in criminal action, Kennedy said.

Kennedy said he formed this policy after consulting with Assistant Attorney John Womick in October 1974. Verbal orders were given to all officers at the time but no written policy was distributed.

Corcoran said Hood ruled there is no "stake's attorney's testimony". Kennedy said under cross-examination.

"Is there a line to this policy. What if a murder had been committed?" Richman asked.

Kennedy replied an outside agency would be called into the investigation. He said he had not told the men not answer question asked by the sheriff or state's attorney investigating the incident.

Richman said he praised Kennedy for his rights of his men. Kennedy's confession but noted at other times Kennedy slowed to the press the confusion of a minor involved in a murder case.

Hood said he questioned the integrity of the internal investigation, but would continue looking for evidence.

By ruling, Hood is left with the testimony of Moore who in the press conference. Kennedy told to the press the testimony of the smaller officer involved in the incident. He incorrectly identified no other policemen in the courthouse. Hood also has the testimony of Deputy Sheriff's Michael Maggio and James Allen. Maggio found Moore wandering in the Oakwood Bottoms area and returned him to Carbondale.

Health Service to get transit aid

By Mary E. Gardner
Daily Egyptian Staff Writer

As part of the "never-ending search" for ways to get students to the Health Service, an experimental program starting Monday will provide them with free campus transportation to and from the medical facilities, Sam McVay, administrative director, said Thursday.

McVay said the program, announced by Vice President for Student Affairs Bruce McSwain last fall, will last until the end of spring semester (May 16). The program is designed to relieve the Health Service cost of transporting students to the Evergreen Terrace Community Room; Building 114 of Southern Hills; Grinnel Hall at Brunt Towers; and Trueblood Hall at University Park.

Return tickets will be available to visiting students at the Health Service, regardless of how the student funds. McVay said. Whether students will determine the need" for the transit aid.

From the Health Service, students with tickets can request to be taken within the city and 10 miles from the SIU campus except to the School of Television and Touch of Nature, McVay continued.

The transit tickets for the program will not be available at Thompson Point because "it is felt that Thompson Point has enough students who already use the services of the students to get there," McVay said.

Kennedy replied an outside agency would be called into the investigation. He said he had not told the men not answer question asked by the sheriff or state's attorney investigating the incident.

Richman said he praised Kennedy for his rights of his men. Kennedy's confession but noted at other times Kennedy slowed to the press the confusion of a minor involved in a murder case.

Hood said he questioned the integrity of the internal investigation, but would continue looking for evidence.

By ruling, Hood is left with the testimony of Moore who in the press conference. Kennedy told to the press the testimony of the smaller officer involved in the incident. He incorrectly identified no other policemen in the courthouse. Hood also has the testimony of Deputy Sheriff's Michael Maggio and James Allen. Maggio found Moore wandering in the Oakwood Bottoms area and returned him to Carbondale.

Student interest in a transportation program to the health service has been coming mostly from the areas included in this program, he said.

The initial investment in the program is $250 per month. The Health Services Office, McVay said. At 50 cents each, the sum will purchase about enough tickets for 250 students during the 23-day period. McVay said he does not expect more tickets to be needed.

On February 3, the Health Service began to request the various housing locations to and from the Health Service, but the program was cancelled on February 13 because of lack of usage on the part of students.
The Federal Aviation Administration has taken steps in a direction it should have taken a long time ago. Reacting to public and aviation industry criticism of its horse-and-buggy approach to aviation safety, the FAA has changed one of its policies that had for years acted as a direct disregard to public safety. Because doctors and controllers won't be penalized, as in the past, for reporting hazardous flying conditions and lax procedures which could eventually lead to accidents. Under the old system, they could be laid-off or fired for coming forward and expressing ideas that could someday save lives.

It is unfortunate that it took the 92 lives lost in the Dec. 1, 1974 crash of a 727 jet to overcome the inertia and slowness of the FAA. Hearings clearly revealed a failure of human communication in that tragedy-along with the reluctance of the FAA to change the system. In a somewhat similar immunity and its Reacting to tragedy-along with the reluctance of the FAA to revealed a failure of human communication in that tradition and slowness to the F A A to

The medical profession has for years been an illusory status—a position that many people have attempted to earn but never with success. Always people look up to and probably trust any doctor. As long as the doctor's name is John Smith he has that "M.D." degree, their honor seems assured. "If you can't trust your doctor, who can you trust?" One doctor does occasionally oc casionally run on the lid the ground and the pilots. and slow n ess to the FAA for coming forward it is unfortu nately that mi ght should be en cour aged to keep flying in the direction of safety, before it decides to start its descent. Safety guidelines should be rewritten if necessary, to correct unsafe conditions and demand for more common sense language in communications between the patient and the provider.

It is time to change the FAA's working policy of learning from experience and tragedy.

Sean O'Hara
Student Writer

National health

When times get so bad that a child has to wait to have his broken nose set because he didn't have a doctor's appointment, or when people have to sit in lobby for hours so they won't lose their turn for a doctor, or when a simple five-minute check-up costs $10 or more, something is wrong.

The medical profession has for years been an illusory status—a position that many people have attempted to earn but never with success. Always people look up to and probably trust any doctor. As long as the doctor's name is John Smith he has that "M.D." degree, their honor seems assured. "If you can't trust your doctor, who can you trust?" One doctor does occasionally run on the lid the ground and the pilots.

Doctors may argue that the prices they charge are reasonable because of the high cost of living. However, a physician's job is different from, say, a plumber's. A plumber rarely deals with a person's life—while that's all a doctor deals with. A person who is ill can either remain so—at his own risk—or pay large amounts of money into the hands of a doctor or hospital.

Attaining a medical degree requires long years of expensive education. Citizens are responsible for making sure that medical students will be able to properly care for themselves and their patients. For students who wish to enter a medical school are rough. The student must be of high scholastic standing, for one thing. Of course, the standards must be high for a doctor but a "quota" should not have to be set to ensure these facilities cannot train any more students effectively. "With the widespread doctor shortage in this country, it seems as if the American Medical Association should be doing all in its power to turn out competent doctors. But then, that might cause doctors' fees to go down as the rules of supply and demand would apply here as they do everywhere else.

The United States needs more doctors who charge a more reasonable fee. If it takes a national health plan to do it, then a national health plan needs to be started. The elderly, who most often need the doctors, cannot afford to pay half their bills to see a doctor and then pay an outrageous fee. It can't go on.

All sixteen of the European non-Communist countries have instituted health services. These programs vary from country to country and have different levels of effectiveness. However, according to a recently published Newsweek article, each program has a common base: no staggering personal bills for medical care. It is about time that the United States had such a program.

The possibilility of a national health plan has been in the news often lately. Of course, the idea for the United States to institute a program for health is not a new one. The idea of such a program, however, is frowned upon by many. This problem in the field of medicine cannot be evaded—some action must be taken.

Karen Decker
Student Writer

Opinion Pages

Air safety

The Federal Aviation Administration has taken steps in a direction it should have taken a long time ago. Reacting to public and aviation industry criticism of its horse-and-buggy approach to aviation safety, the FAA has changed one of its policies that had for years acted as a direct disregard to public safety. Because doctors and controllers won't be penalized, as in the past, for reporting hazardous flying conditions and lax procedures which could eventually lead to accidents. Under the old system, they could be laid-off or fired for coming forward and expressing ideas that could someday save lives.

It is unfortunate that it took the 92 lives lost in the Dec. 1, 1974 crash of a 727 jet to overcome the inertia and slowness of the FAA. Hearings clearly revealed a failure of human communication in that tragedy-along with the reluctance of the FAA to change the system. In a somewhat similar immunity and its Reacting to tragedy-along with the reluctance of the FAA to revealed a failure of human communication in that tradition and slowness to the F A A for coming forward it is unfortu nately that mi ght should be en cour aged to keep flying in the direction of safety, before it decides to start its descent. Safety guidelines should be rewritten if necessary, to correct unsafe conditions and demand for more common sense language in communications between the patient and the provider.

It is time to change the FAA's working policy of learning from experience and tragedy.

Sean O'Hara
Student Writer

For the average human being, Carbondale offers a lot of worthwhile activities. Student Government is not one of them.

To support the premise that Student Government is fairly worthless and not taken seriously, this is how some students responded to the vague question, "How do you view Student Government?"

"All they are is just another constituency recommendation." Sounds like that person has been there before.

"If all the people in Student Government were laid end-to-end, the University administration would walk right over them—as it always has." A philosophy major, no doubt.

"I don't know anything about it. That's the whole thing, you know?" Sure, have another beer.

"I think it's pretty serious, but it's been relegated to the realm of bull." No, you don't say.

"It's a circus." Oh yea? Then where are the cages?

One need only look at the tell-tale figures from Wednesday's presidential election to come to the significant conclusion that the office to be filled by Doug Diggle next year is insignificant.

Diggle pleased about 48.8 per cent of the total votes cast. With only 4.8 per cent of the students voting, Diggle will represent a wimping 3.6 per cent of students while in office.

Where are those other 96.4 per cent? It is safe to guess that 11.2 per cent are sobbing over their candidate's defeat. The other 85.2 per cent are, hopefully, doing what students ought to be doing. Camping. Drinking. Studying. Getting tanned, making love, checking out Kappa Karnival, tripping out, flipping out, figuring out ways to cheat on finals, wondering why they're in Carbondale, wondering where they'd be if they weren't in Carbondale and just generally living.

If Student Government is to be faulted for inadequacies, campus media must assume part of the blame—just as national media must share the responsibility for the federal government's weaknesses. We do not deal in reality. We create a false reality by technologically producing an illusion.

What is read in the newspaper is not necessarily what is happening. It is merely the form into which reality has been translated.

Congratulations, though, must go out to the Tea Party Now's candidates of Diggle and Dennis Sullivan. They understood media in a way no other candidates did. Diggle campaigned little. He didn't have to. Sullivan is currently student president and therefore a news source. What he says gets printed.

While Diggle is fighting at every turn with Anthony Hall next year, and collaring campus media into printing his side of the platform, both he will have with Vice President for Student Affairs Bruce Sweeney, he should keep in mind that 85.2 per cent of his audience will not be listening. They will be at Crab Orchard Lake sipping beer and toking reefer. Living. Like it ought to be.
Father always knew best

-and then some

Viewpoint rebutted

To the Daily Egyptian:

I find it disgusting if someone wants to write an editorial and they have really nothing to say, all they need do is throw a dig at former President Derge.

Mitchell Hadler's Viewpoint (Daily Egyptian, April 9) is a perfect illustration.

Letters

He writes (I don't know why it was mentioned anyway) that Derge is a personal friend of Richard Nixon. Hadler doesn't know any such fact. The truth is, that Derge has met Nixon only briefly at official functions. Hadler puts quotation marks around "research work" to make it appear as though Kalemback was just handing Derge money. This is totally inaccurate. Derge was hired as a professional polling consultant, and the money he was paid was used to conduct survey research for the 1968 presidential campaign. It is obvious that Hadler left these facts out because he wants to have slanted the story the way Hadler had in mind.

I am not writing this letter to defend Derge, but I am sick of seeing him constantly abused in cartoons and editorials by people who have little regard for the facts of the journalistic integrity that should be inherent to the editorial page.

There are two sides to the controversy which surrounds the Derge Administration, but I have yet to see anything in this paper which explains that controversy in any terms other than a poor "kick 'em while they're down" attitude.

Maybe if Hadler would do a little more digging for facts and a little less babbling of inflated goddess, his editorials would appear more intelligent.

Jim Durbin
Junior Journalism

Survey was ridiculous

To the Daily Egyptian:

I write this letter in response to the article on "Sex in the Home" in the Tuesday, April 1, edition entitled "A Vast Majority of College students say Football Players Pick Grinelle". For the benefit of those who did not have the dubious pleasure of reading the article, I will briefly summarize its contents. An unrepresentative and unscientific survey designed to poll the relative merits of Lentz and Grinelle dining halls gave the SIU football team. The inquiries dealt not only with the quality of the food but also with the atmosphere of the dining halls in question. Atmosphere was defined here as the "social aspects", more specifically the "quality" of the women in each area.

Upon reading the article, I became immediately outraged at the audacity of the author of the survey to conduct such a worthless piece of research. What right has he (and there is no doubt in my mind that it was indeed a male) to include the ratings of women in a survey designed to measure the merits of a cafeteria? Not only do I find it extremely insulting and degrading, but also stupid and insane. Although it was admitted in the article that the survey was not intended to be scientific, there are limits to everything. It is this type of condescending and sexist attitude of men that is responsible for both men and women to view women as mere sex objects. It would be unholy and uncivilized to poll women as the target.

I urge everyone who participated in the survey, I have considerable contempt. Football players rent the stereotyped image of brainless oafs existing in altitude of the 'good ol' boy'. The real desire is to beat each other into pulp on a football field, yet they consented to participate in a survey designed to perpetuate the stereotyped image of men as sex objects whose only function is to be as beautiful as possible. To these football players, judging from remarks quoted in the article, the only comment is that you have achieved the stereotype you wish to lose. For my closing remarks, I will only express in credulity that the Daily Egyptian would permit such sentiments and detrimental trash to be published, wasting valuable news space.

Maryann Myskowski
Freshman Psychology

Letters to the Daily Egyptian

The Daily Egyptian welcomes expressions of opinion from all members of the University community. Articles and editorials should not exceed 500 words and should be typed in double spacing on one side of the paper. The paper reserves the right to edit or reject all submissions. Notes and letters may be edited for space, clarity, or content. Email letters to egyptian@siu.edu.

Ah, youth!

To the Daily Egyptian:

Would you like to go back to the good old days?

As the world is in a terrible state of affairs, nearly everyone is unhappy. But would you really like to go back to the "Good Ole Days"? Don't be so sure.

In 1972, the New England Magazine noted: "We live in an unhappy age. No century, perhaps is more characterized by unhappiness than this." From Harper's Weekly in 1875: "It is a gloomy moment in history. Never has the future seemed so incalculable."

In 2000 B.C. an Assyrian carved on a stone: "Our earth is degenerated in these latter days. Bribery and corruption are common. Children no longer obey their parents. The end of the world is evidently at hand."

And this one from a newspaper in 1775: "Thirty young men were arrested for wearing silk and sporting long hair."

Unquestionably, people for ages have thought they were living in the golden age in history. They have thought their young hair and dress styles and attitudes and values were right, and, that surely they were living in the good age. Maybe, today, we are in the worst age of all. But still there is a lot of joy, happiness, laughters and fun in life—that is, if we seek it.

About our young people, they aren't as we are and are not supposed to be.

Elbert E. Covington
Chairperson

Our thanks

To the Daily Egyptian:

The Committee on ERA for Southern Illinois wishes to extend its heartfelt thanks to the SIU Student Government for its resolution in support of the Equal Rights Amendment and for showing its support in a concrete way by sending two busloads of students to Springfield for the April 8. Over 50 students attended one of the largest rallies ever held at the State Capitol. A rally which included unemployed laboring people, senior citizens and Equal Rights advocates joined together in demanding protection and rights for the more vulnerable citizens of our society. Student government leaders were commended for making this experience possible.

Genevieve Houghton
Chairperson, Committee on ERA

Plant a seed

To the Daily Egyptian:

As you gleefully merrily through Thompson Woods, plucking flowers stem by stem, did you ever stop to think that the other 10,000 (plus) members of this University community would like a chance to see their growing in their own environment rather than as decor for your office or apartment? I consider it good fortune that you don't own chainsaws or the inroads made by the Department of Forestry would be slight compared with your thorough removal of every flower and tree in Thompson Woods—for the esthetic enrichment of your own personal world. If you enjoy PLANT SOME... you might learn something.

Bruce W. Jenke
Junior Forestry

---
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Music School presents first complete program

By Marilyn Schenfeld
Student Writer

For the first time at SIU, a full program of music for organ and brass will be presented by a group of musicians from the School of Music at 8 p.m. Monday in Shryock Auditorium.

"We've done isolated numbers but never a full program of organ and brass music," said Marianne Webb, organist for the ensemble. "And we've had numerous requests to do this so we decided to make all those people happy," she added.

"We also finally have an organ big enough to put this thing together," Miss Webb said. The only difficulty was "getting the eight people together to practice, but it's worth the effort.

Webb, designer of the Reuter organ in Shryock, will be accompanied by Professor Phillip Olsen and instructor Larry Franklin on trumpet, Assistant Professor George Nadaf and freshman Thomas Beck on horns and Assistant Professor Gene Simian and senior Jared Rohn on trombone.

Under the conductorship of Robert Berg, assistant professor of music and new faculty member, the group will perform the classical compositions of Gabrieli, Reiche, Bach, and two contemporary Dutch composers, Kerk and Monkenaarden.

The piece by Kerk was written in 1968 and this is the first time it will be performed in Carbondale. Webb said Bach's "Duet from Cantata No. 116" is a duet for two trumpets and organ while the pieces by Gabrieli and Reiche will be performed "antiphonally" with the organ and brass situated at opposite ends of the auditorium, alternating lines and at times playing together.

The concert, which has been planned since November, is free and open to the public.

Bad check seminar Tuesday

A bad check seminar for Carbondale and Murphysboro merchants will be held from 8 to 11 a.m. on Monday, April 18 at the University Four Theaters.

The seminar is sponsored by the Carbondale Chamber of Commerce in cooperation with the SIU Division of Continuing Education.

The seminar will cover three approaches to the bad check problem: what the laws are, what the merchant can do and the role of government agencies in apprehending bad-check passers.

Instructor Marilyn Schonfeld, will lead a discussion of the seminar.

JANIS

"Confessions of a Window Cleaner"

Serviced with a smile! 5:00, 6:45, 8:30, 10:15 TWI-LITE 4:30 to 5:00 $1.25

"MEL BROOKS' COMIC MASTERPIECE"

Better than The Three Musketeers.

5:45, 8:00, 10:15 TWI-LITE 5:15 to 5:45 $1.25
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ACADEMY AWARD WINNER!

11 ACADEMY AWARD NOMINATIONS!

BEST PICTURE • BEST ACTOR • BEST ACTRESS

JACK NICHOLSON
TAYE DUNAWAY

Jack Nicholson • Faye Dunaway

"Chinatown"

Today at 2:00 and 6:30 only!

2 P.M. SHOW WEDDAYS $1.25
At The Varsity No. 1

Saturday, Sunday at
2:00, 6:30, 9:00

SPECIAL ADVANCE PREVIEW!
TODAY ONLY AT 9:00 P.M.
AT VARSITY NO. 1

Suppose you knew who you had been in your previous life.
Where you had lived, whom you had loved and how you had died.

What then?

"The Reincarnation of Peter Proud"

NOW AN ELECTRIFYING
MOTION PICTURE

Today at 2:00 and 6:30 only!

ACADEMY AWARD WINNER!

Best Original Screenplay!

VARSITY NO. 1 Late Show
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY ONLY!

A collection of prize-winning and specially selected films presented at the annual New York Erotic Film Festival.

The Official Judges included:
Andy Warhol
Syl\'ia Miles
Terry Southern
Miles Forman
Xaviera Hollander
Holly Woodlaw
Gore Vidal

Executive Director of the Festival:
Ken Gaul

ADULTS ONLY
No One Under 18

STARTS 11:30 P.M. ALL SEATS $1.25

WALT DISNEY'S
SALUKI Cinema
TODAY: Walt Disney's
"The Texas Chainsaw Massacre"
America's most bizarre and brutal crimes.

STARTS 2:00 P.M., 4:15, 6:40, 9:00
6:00, 9:00

VARSITY NO. 1 SPECIAL SHOW
2 PERFORMANCES THIS WEEKEND
FRIDAY AT 4:15 P.M. • SUNDAY AT 11:30 P.M. ADM. $1.25

"EXHILARATING. A JOYOUS WORK. MALLE FINDS A
NEW RIPE VEIN OF COMEDY." —Pauline Kael, The New Yorker

"A FINE FILM. A SOPHISTICATED, SLY STORY OF
UPPER CLASS INCEST." —Paul Zimmerman, Newsweek

"MURMUR OF THE HEART"

"Malle is touching on a sensitive area...when we feel genuine compassion and understanding and compassion that is overwhelming." —San Francisco Examiner

DIRECTED BY
LOUIS MALLE

Free program notes courtesy Mike Hawley, D.E. Film Citic

The official judges included:
Andy Warhol
Syl\'ia Miles
Terry Southern
Miles Forman
Xaviera Hollander
Holly Woodlaw
Gore Vidal

Executive Director of the Festival:
Ken Gaul
Spartans air views in forum

By Wendy Kearns

SANDALWORTH

The concerns of parents, students, community leaders and school staffs of Sparta were voiced at a public forum held recently in the Sparta- Lincoln system.

"Sparta, a community located 60 miles west of Carbondale, is the third and final pilot community chosen to participate in an experimental project designed to heighten public awareness of the workings of the educational system in Southern Illinois," said Grace Duff, assistant professor of secondary education at SIU.

The project is sponsored by the Educational Council of Illinois and is part of a series of forums for each of the three pilot communities.

The public forum in Sparta, held last Thursday in cooperation with the Sparta-Lincoln PTA, was the first of three public forums to take place in Sparta, she said.

Duff said that an academic humanist moderates each forum. His role is to develop a rapport between the school and community through an understanding of the other's desires and projections for the school.

David Kenney, of the political science department at SIU, was the academic humanist for the first forum in Sparta. He will also be the academic humanist for the second forum May 15.

Kenney said about 50 people were present for the first forum. The project was explained briefly and then the forum was left open for questions.

The people asked about specific problems rather than concentrating on broader aspects of school-community relations. Kenney said.

Specific questions raised dealt with textbook selection, the behavior of one school bus driver, the expense of an athletic field, the right of the school to discipline and expel students, he said.

Kenney said, "They were thinking in terms of specifics, while the council was thinking in terms of generalities."

He added that he would like to see Sparta address the question of how the community and the school can relate more fully.

"They were concerned about textbook selection when they should concern themselves with the broader problem of community censorship of school materials," Kenney said.

He said that the school administration was very responsive to the community at the forum. Loren Eddleman, superintendent of Sparta schools, Judy Schlimme, president of the Sparta-Lincoln PTA, and John Canfield, assistant administrator of special education at Lincoln High School participated.

Kenney said that teachers complained about the failure of parents to become involved in the school. Few parents talked to the teachers or participated in the PTA.

Kenney said that his role was to trigger conversation and listen closely so that he could gain ideas and try to put them into effect at the next forum.

The entire project is funded by the Illinois Humanities Council and will be completed by the end of June 1975.

Inventor of hi-fi to speak at SIU

An inventor of the modern high-fidelity loudspeaker will speak at 7 p.m. Monday in Necker's.

Paul Klipsch, of Klipsch and Associates, Hope, Ark., will talk on "Medieval to Modern Loudspeakers." He will demonstrate hi-fi equipment and re-research techniques. A slide show will accompany his talk on sound reproduction and problems of loudspeaker design.

SUNDAY LATE SHOW 11:00 P.M.

Pilots have to be crazy to fly combat missions. If you're crazy, you must be grounded. But anyone who wants to get out of combat is not crazy and cannot be grounded...
Jazz program offers listeners an alternative

At 7 p.m. Sunday nights, WIDB radio presents a program titled "A Jazz Message." The show's producer and host, Charlie Stewart, said the program is designed to offer the listener an alternative to the usual fare of music broadcast in Southern Illinois. "Jazz is music virtually overlooked by the American public. That's where 'A Jazz Message' comes in," Stewart said.

Special soul show on WIDB

WIDB Radio has announced a special 15-hour Kappa Karnaival edition of the station's Soul Show to begin at 4 p.m. Saturday. Larry Ganns, co-producer and announcer, said the usual format will be changed slightly by making special dedications as well as taking listener's requests. The Larry Ganns program will run from 4 to 7 p.m. Lamont Matthews, Algie Moore and Claude Newman will each do three-hour shows with Kevin Reynolds runding-out the program from 4 a.m. to 7 a.m.

In Act I, Paul (who is make up to look like Fields) does such classic routines as "Whiskey and Dogs," "Queenie the Talking Ostrich," "The Tale of the Maid Who Sat on a Torpedo," and his famous pool routine. In this act he also talks about his constantly complaining wife, his bout with delirium tremens at the sanatorium and his complaints about critics and producers.

In Act II, opens with his famous "Temperance Lecture," his description of the time he actually drank a glass of water, and his advice on budgets and raising children. He also reflects on his career and the state of the movie industry.

The only other character in the production is bartender and friend Marmaduke Gump as played by Peter Mitchell. "W.C. Fields, 80 Proof" is free and open to the public. Following the performance there will be a free coffee hour sponsored by Student Government. At this time, the audience will be able to meet and talk with the actors.

TIMONIUM, Md. (AP)—This town boasts the first school in the nation that uses solar energy both for heating and cooling.

quared's Alley

WEEKEND SPECIALS

FRI. "SHAWN"
SAT. "PAUL VALEK"

FREE ADMISSION & POPCORN
FRIDAY: HAPPY HOUR 3-8
ALL MIXERS 1/2 PRICE
20¢ BEERS SATURDAY:
20¢ BEERS 7-9:30
★ 1207 S. WALL
In The Quads Apt. Complex

"80 Proof" production to toast W.C. Fields

By Michael Hawley
Daily Egyptian Staff Writer

Ah, yes, my boy. "W.C. Fields, 80 Proof," the only authorized stage production about old "mean noo" himself. Sponsored by University Conversations, the humorous plaudits of one of the world's greatest comedians will take theatrical form at 8 p.m. Saturday in Skyhawk Auditorium.

Written by Ronalds Fields, W.C.'s grandson and author of the book "W.C. Fields, by Himself," the show is a two-act comedy comprised of 86 per cent original W.C. Fields material. Fields is played by actor Richard Paul, whose voice has been used on commercials, cartoons and Foreign Theater recordings.

"W.C. Fields, 80 Proof" takes place in a small Los Angeles bar and poolroom in 1945, one year before Field's death of cirrhosis of the liver on Christmas Day, 1946.

Field's is out of the sanatorium for a few days and comes back to collect some personal effects and take care of business.

In 1946, "W.C. Fields, 80 Proof" was announced, as "Whiskey and Dogs," "Queenie the Talking Ostrich," "The Tale of the Maid Who Sat on a Torpedo," and his famous pool routine. In this act he also talks about his constantly complaining wife, his bout with delirium tremens at the sanatorium and his complaints about critics and producers.

In Act II, opens with his famous "Temperance Lecture," his description of the time he actually drank a glass of water, and his advice on budgets and raising children. He also reflects on his career and the state of the movie industry.

The only other character in the production is bartender and friend Marmaduke Gump as played by Peter Mitchell. "W.C. Fields, 80 Proof" is free and open to the public. Following the performance there will be a free coffee hour sponsored by Student Government. At this time, the audience will be able to meet and talk with the actors.

LEARN TO

SKY DIVE

AT

ARCHWAY SPORT PARACHUTE CENTER
Sparta, Ill.-City Airport

First Jump Course - 11:00 a.m.
For more information CALL 443-9020
If no answer 443-2091

TODAY ONLY AT 4:15 P.M.

3 TALES OF TERROR BY

LOUIS MALLE FEDERICO FELLINI ROGER VADIM

BRIGITTE BARDOT· ALAIN DELON
JANE FONDA·TERENCE STAMP AND
PETER FONDA STARRING IN

the ultimate
orgy of evil

"SPIRITS
OF THE DEAD"

EDGAR ALLAN POE'S

ALL SEATS $1.25

FOX EASTGATE THEATRE
Old Baptist Foundation holds faculty flute, keyboard recital

A faculty recital by Jarvis Underwood and Lawrence Dennis will be held at 1 p.m. Sunday in the Old Baptist Foundation Chapel on the campus of Southern Illinois University. Underwood, professor of music education in the Department of Music, will perform a solo flute recital, and Dennis, assistant professor in the Department of Music, will be the piano accompanist. The recital will begin at 1 p.m. in the chapel, which is located on the campus near the Administration Building.

Student work to open coffee hour at gallery

An exhibit of the retrospective works of Linda B. Sch will open with a coffee hour at the Student Center Gallery Thursday from 7 to 9 p.m. Monday and continue through the week.

Following graduation in May, Sch, a student in studio art, will have a one-person exhibit in the Chicago area during the month of June. This show, titled "Retrospective," will feature paintings done by Sch over the past five years, which emphasize the use of color. The coffee hour is open to the public.

---

**WSIU-TV**

Programs scheduled for Friday on WSIU-TV. Channel 8, are as follows:

- 3:30 p.m.—Sports Report, 4 p.m.
- Sesame Street, 5 p.m.
- The Daniel O'Farrell Show, 5:30 p.m.
- Master Roger's Neighborhood, 6 p.m.
- Zoom.
- 6:30 p.m.—From Farmer to Chamber, 6:30 p.m.—SUI Report, 7 p.m.—SUI Report, 7:30 p.m.—SUI Report, 8 p.m.—SUI Report, 8 p.m.—Black Perspective on the News.
- 8 p.m.—Aviation Weather, 9 p.m.—Book Beat, 9:30 p.m.—Viewpoint, 10 p.m.—The Silver Screen, "Retreat Hell!" (1952), War drama.

---

**Did You Know**

By Jim Simpson

Although actor Johnny Miller has performed in several different movies, he is most widely known for his roles in "Love Story," "The会" and "The Great Gatsby." He has also appeared in "The Godfather," "The Godfather Part II," and "The Godfather Part III."

Miller was born in 1939 and began his acting career in the late 1960s, appearing in several television shows and movies. He is married to actress Joanne Woodward and has five children.

---

**Student Government Activities Council**

presents:

**DANCE**

and

**COSTUME CONTESTS**

The Best Look Alike in Categories Of:

- Collegiates
- Miss Goodie Two-Shoes
- Johnny Jock
- Geerasers
- Motorcycle Momma
- Big Daddy
- Many More

---

**LONNIE and the LUGNUTS**

**MONDAY APRIL 21 8:00-11:30 P.M.**

Student Center Ballrooms C & D

FREE

---

**EAST SIDE GARAGE**

457-7631

WEDNESDAY, APR. 23 8 P.M.

SPECIAL GUESTS

COMMANDER CODY

AND HIS LOST PLANET AIRMEN

Tickets available now at the Student Center Central Ticket Office, SUI Arena Ticket Office, and Penny's.
Kappa Karnaual will present "Karavani in Jazz" Saturday from 1 p.m. to 4 p.m. in the Big Muddy Room of the Student Center. Bring your own instrument.

Carbondale New School will hold a yard sale from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. Saturday at 2901 Sunset Drive.

Students who were notified of their eligibility to receive Honors Day certificates may pick them up at Wham 108 if they were unable to attend the College of Education Honors Day Convocation on April 13.

The radio-television graduate brochure is now ready for distribution, according to Rev. Copp, WSU promotion director. All students who appear in the book may pick up their free copy at the radio-tv office.

The SIU livestock judging team is participating in the Southeastern Intercollegiate Judging Contest Friday at the University of Kentucky at Lexington.

The Bahai Club will hold a discussion on the Bahai faith 8 p.m. Sunday in Activity Room B of the Student Center.

Variety Night will be held Saturday from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m. at the Eaz N Coffeehouse in the Wesley Foundation.

Hill House is sponsoring a garage sale from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. Saturday at the corner of Oak and Poplar in Carbondale.
What's Goin' On

Films

"The Best of the New York Erotic Film Festival"—Varsity; Friday and Saturday late show.

"Catch 22"—Fox Eastgate, Sunday late show; Mike Nichols' film which features one man's battle against the redtape of America's war-making machinery. Good performances by Alan Arkin and supporting cast, although it gets confusing if you haven't read the book.

"Chinatown"—Varsity 1; A mysterious and moody detective film which gives the audience more than it could ask for. Screen direction by Roman Polanski, brilliant acting by Faye Dunaway and Jack Nicholson, and a plot script by Robert Towne. Proves that Hollywood is still primary in "getting" film.

"Confessions of a Window Cleaner"—University 4, No. 4; a sex comedy

"The Four Musketeers"—University 4, No. 1; a satisfying sequel to Richard Lester's 1974 "The Three Musketeers," in which M'lady (Faye Dunaway) gets revenge on D'Artagnon (Michael York) and his love, Constance (Raquel Welch). The mood isn't as ribald as the first film's, but neither is Dumas' novel. Gerardine Chaplin, Charlton Heston, Oliver Reed, Richard Chamberlin, Christopher Lee and Jean Pierre Cassel are also featured.

"High Rise"—Fox Eastgate, Friday and Saturday late show.

"Janis"—University 4, No. 2; A documentary about rock-blues singer Janis Joplin which concentrates almost entirely on her music. The film is also spotted with interviews and informal conversation.

"Murder of the Heart"—Varsity, Friday afternoon and Sunday night late show; Louis Malle's delightfully human comedy about, of all things—incest. The old taboo isn't exploited for sensationalism however, but is used as a basis for discovering how we all interrelate as human beings. A very marvelous film.

"The Reincarnation of Peter Proud"—Varsity 1 Friday night under the stars. Review: Michael Sarris stars as a man who makes the horrible discovery that he's lived in another lifetime. Jennifer O'Neill is featured.

"Spirit of the Dead"—Fox Eastgate; Friday afternoon: Three stories of the bizarre as told by directors Roger Vadim, Louis Malle and Federico Fellini. Forgettable except for the Fellini sequence.

"The Strongest Man in the World"—Fox Eastgate; Walt Disney film.

"Swiss Family Robinson"—Saltuki Cinema: A chance to relive childhood memories with this great all-time Walt Disney film.

(Continued on Page 13)

Activities

Hillel: ride to temple, 8 p.m.; 10:30 p.m.

University: Campus Crusade for Christ: Bible study, 6:30 p.m.; Activity Rooms; Southern Players: Vaudville Show, 8 p.m.; Laboratory Theater; Commonplace; Radio and TV Seminar: 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.; Alpha Delta Psi: pizza and Kappa Kappa Psi: Kappa Karnival; 5 p.m.; Bill Stiltz, dance, 9 p.m.; Ballrooms; Red Cross Blood Drive: 10 a.m. to 1 p.m.; Ballroom D.

Christian Unlimted: meeting; 7:30 p.m.; Ohio River Room.

SGAC: film, time to be determined, Auditorium.

Campus Crusade: 6 to 8 p.m.; Student Center Rooms A and B.

Latter Day Saints: noon to 1 p.m.; Student Center Eastgate.

Inter-varsity Christian Fellowship: 7 to 9 p.m., Student Center Rooms C and D.

Students for Jesus: 7:30 p.m.; 401 South Illinois, Upper Room.

Christian Unlimted: 6 to 10 a.m.; Student Center Room B.

Irish Student Association: 8 p.m.; Student Center Room A.

Philosophy Club: 7:30 to 10 p.m.; Home Economics Lounge.

Psychology Colloquium: 10 a.m. to 1 p.m.; Morris Library Auditorium.

Photographic Society: 7:30 to 10 p.m.; Morris Library Auditorium.

Spring Festival's "Mysteries of the Mind"

SATURDAY MAY 3

7:30-9 p.m.

Followed by the world famous hypnotist

KOLISCH

Now Accepting Applications for Magicians

For further information contact
Josh Grier or David Epstein
Student Activities Office

Deadline for Application: Wednesday April 30
sponsored by: SGAC Spring Festival Committee
What's Goin' On

(Continued from Page 12)

Disney adventure. They just don't make 'em like this anymore.

"The Texas Chainsaw Massacre"—Varsity II: Has become a cultist horror film in the same vein as "Night of the Living Dead." It's about an insane family of four who kill and rob graves a lot, and then decorate the interior of their home with the bones and skin.

"Young Frankenstein"—University 4, No. 3: Mel Brooks' hilarious assassination of the original "Frankenstein" and the whole mad-scientist movie genre. Palatable even for those who hated "Blazing Saddles.

Music

Student Composition Recital—Home Economics Auditorium, 8 p.m. Friday; Recital of compositions written by SIU School of Music students Stephen Koerber and James Sewell.

Faculty Recital—Old Baptist Foundation Chapel, 3 p.m. Sunday, Jervis Underwood and Lawrence Dennis, see advance.

Music for Organ and Brass-Shroyer Auditorium, 8 p.m. Monday; see advance.

Theater

"Comics and Dancers"—Laboratory Theater, 8 p.m. Friday, Saturday and Sunday. Tickets $1.50, see review.

W.C. Fields: "No Proof"—Shroyer Auditorium, 8 p.m. Saturday, see advance.—Michael Hawley

Law Day activities set

The Annual Awards Dinner of the SIU School of Law will feature as speaker Rep. William Hungate (D.-Mo.), member of the House Judiciary Committee and participant in the 1974 Nixon impeachment hearings.

The dinner is planned for 6 p.m. May 2 in the Student Center Ballrooms, and will be open to the public.

The dinner follows Law Day, on May 1. The purpose of Law Day, said Birm莱ar, dean of the Law School, "is to make people conscious of the role that law plays in our society—and the American Bar Association or All-American specifically chose May 1, Mayday to the Russians. Law Day was called in specific opposition to that. I think, since Russians are non-democratic, ideologically."

Roger F. Jacobs, professor in the School of Law, said Law Day was established years ago by the ABA."The general idea is to promote the meaning of law and its processes to the general public of the nation. The Jackson County Bar Association and the SIU School of Law will take Law Day to Jackson and Williamson County high school students. Jacobs said SIU law students will meet with high schoolers to provide information on laws. "They’re changed and they’ve affected students in society.

Law Day may involve up to eight high schools, Jacobs said.

March invention

WASHINGTON (AP)—Inventions that made history were on the march in March.

A speech teacher from Massachusetts on March 7, 1876, received a U.S. patent for a device that would transmit the human voice over wires. The inventor was Alexander Graham Bell and his creation was, of course, the telephone, which ultimately got him into the Inventors Hall of Fame.

PERSONAL WEDDING RINGS
designed individually for you by ALLAN STUCK
KALEIDOSCOPE
209 S. ILLINOIS 349-6013

COME TO DAS FASS THIS WEEKEND...

DENISE & CHUCK
(IN THE KELLER)
IN THE STUBE
SCHEISS HAUS FIVE
FRI. and SAT. NIGHTS
SATURDAY NIGHT
DON SCHWITEK
SUNDAY NIGHT GUS
PAPPELIS QUARTET

DOES YOUR CAR HAVE A "HOODACHE"?

EAST SIDE GARAGE
457-7631

COME CELEBRATE WITH US

McDonald's® 20th Birthday

★7 a.m. - 11 p.m.★ Sunday★April 20★

*Regular Hamburgers at the 1955 Price!

IF YOU FORGOT WHAT IT WAS ASK NOW OR SAD!

PETE SPECIAL & JOSH FRANKEL
PLAYING SOME KNEE SLAPPIN', FOOT STOMPIN',
BLUE GRASS MUSIC 5-7 P.M. CAMPUS STORE ONLY

819 S. ILLINOIS/ (CAMPUS STORE)

★LIMIT 15 HAMBURGERS PER CUSTOMER

50 years ago
we saved students
as much as 50%
on a diamond ring.

Back in 1924 Raccoon coats and rumble seats were very big. And when it came to getting engaged, students were very interested in a Chicago company that promised them very big savings on a diamond ring.

The company was S.A. Beck. And the diamond they built a reputation that allows them to sell Vanity Fair Diamonds to college girls all across the United States. And we are still helping students save as much as 50%. How do we do it? Simple. We handle every step in the making of a ring, from buying the rough diamonds and making our own settings to - our ring directly to you. They have no middleman profits to drive up the price.

In fact, we’re so confident of our low prices and fine quality that we cover them in our exclusive Vanity Fair guarantee: if not completely satisfied, your full purchase price refunded within 90 days.

Send for our free, full color 44-page catalog. Or visit our diamond showrooms at 55 E. Washington in Chicago.

Today, we still do.

Vanity Fair Diamonds
55 East Washington St. Chicago, Illinois 60602
Send me the proof, the free Vanity Fair catalog.

Name __________________________

Address ________________________

City State Zip ____________________

School __________________________
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FRIDAY AND SATURDAY NIGHTS...

NIGHT HAWK
T. HART DUO
ROLLS HARDLY
NEW LIFE
CAT'S CRADLE

Featuring 60 oz. pitchers of Bud - $1.50

THE FIRST 500 PEOPLE IN THE CLUB BETWEEN 8:00-10:00 RECEIVE THEIR CHOICE OF...

(Bud, Rum & Coke, Gin & Tonic, Vodka & Tonic, Bourbon & Coke, Tequila,
Bourbon & Water, Scotch & Water, or Gin & Squirt)

FOR 1 PENNY - BOTH FRI. & SAT. NIGHTS!

FRIDAY & SAT. NIGHT.
CARTOONS IN THE CLUB BETWEEN 8:00-9:00
GET THERE EARLY AND ENJOY CARTOONS ON A 108 SQ. FT. SCREEN!

SUNDAY NIGHT
FOR THE FIRST TIME - FOLK FESTIVAL
FEATURING THE FINEST FOLK AND ACOUSTIC MUSIC IN SO. ILL.
The Crowd will be the Judge - Come See

REBMAN & FARRIS
and other Folk Musicians.

MONDAY - MUSICAL TALENT NIGHT
Merlin's and Shawnee Talent are continually searching. All the entertainers
will be judged by the top musicians in Carbondale. Winners will receive
CASH PRIZES. We will feature groups, duos, trios, quartets, comedians
and jugglers.

IF YOU ARE IN ANY OF THESE CATEGORIES AND HAVE TALENT,
CALL JOHN LOYD, SHAWNEE TALENT, AT 549-7097
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Scholarship applications available

The following scholarships are available from the Graduate School:

- The National Endowment for the Humanities would like preliminary proposals for their "Youth Grant" program which funds student projects concerning the exploring of humanities. The grants range from $2000 for individual projects to $10,000 for group projects. The deadline for applying is June 1.
- The Ralph McGill Scholarship Fund is offering $1,500 scholarships to journalism students who have roots in the South and who plan a career in journalism. The deadline for applying is May 1.
- The Poynor Scholarship Fund is offering $2,000 scholarships to graduate students who will further their careers in news-editorial, or broadcasting by travel or study. The deadline is July 15.

First-year students fill posts in recent law student election

By Joanne Hollister
Student Writer

Law students elected almost all first-year students in their recent Student Bar Association (SBA) elections. "The only positions they didn't take were third-year representative and one of the four Graduate Student Council (GSC) representative positions," election board member Nancy Hankins said. The newly elected SBA president is Jim Eaton. First and second vice presidents are Jim Vogler and Scott Shore, respectively. Sharon Hale is the SBA secretary, and Linea Johnson is the new treasurer.

Third-year student Mike Jenkins and second-year student Terry Eckhard will be class representatives. Representatives to GSC are Jackie Abel, Terry Piediscalzi, Kathy Reid, and Linda Kuecker. Kuecker is the only other second-year student elected.

Hankins, Loren Waste, and Ben Babgy make up the election board for applying is May 1.

The Henry Schuman Prize of $250 to graduates or undergraduates for an original prize essay on history of science and its cultural influences is being offered by the Smithsonian Institution. The deadline is July 15.

Information and applications are available from Helen Verrette, Room 230B, Woody Hall.

Weisser
UNION OPTICAL CO.

CONTACT LENSES
Student, Faculty & Staff Optical Plan.

CONTACT LENSES POLISHED - 1 DAY SER.
Dr. N. J. Diamond OPTOMETRIST

HARD AND SOFT LENSES

Mon. 9-8
Tues.-Sat. 9-5
Closed Thurs.

Get It On...
FULL SERVICE BEAUTY SALON
Mr. George Farel

OWNER and STYLIST...Leading Midwest Hair Designer

First Place Nebraska Hairstyling
First Place Iowa Hairstyling
First Place Wyoming Permanent Waving
First Place Kansas Hair Coloring
Champion Expert in Blow Waving & Sissor Cutting

Nebraska Representative to National Competition
New degree program offers Master of Public Affairs

By Linda Hans
Student Writer

The Master of Public Affairs is a new degree program being offered to graduate students through the Political Science Department. The M.P.A. program is designed for present and future administrators and professionals in governmental and other public-related organizations.

Charles Goodsell, professor of political science, is director of the program. Goodsell said the M.P.A. program was started in the fall semester of 1974, with 12 students enrolled. Goodsell said the M.P.A. program has expanded to 17 this spring and will grow to 25 by next fall.

The M.P.A. program is aimed at public organizations in general. The main focus is on local governmental agencies, because at the present time that's where the job openings are," Goodsell said.

Goodsell said the M.P.A. program observed the SIU graduate grade point average standard. A student is eligible for application with a 3.4 GPA, and Goodsell said that anyone with a bachelor's degree is eligible.

"Just because the M.P.A. program is under the Political Science Department doesn't mean the program is just for political science graduates. The program is wide open for all graduate students who want to work in a public related area," Goodsell said.

Under the M.P.A. program, a student is enrolled for a minimum of 18 semester hours with 30 hours being graduate level course work. The remaining six hours is devoted to summer internships. A written report is submitted to the M.P.A. committee, and an oral exam is given.

There are two types of classifications: the M.P.A. program. The first is the pre-entry students: those with no previous work experience in a public or governmental agency. They go to school for nine months and during the summer take their internships. Goodsell said there are presently 11 enrolled in the pre-entry program. The other type of program is the applied study program. These students must have at least one year work experience in a governmental or public agency. These students also go to school for nine months, but are not required to take internships. The applied study program students pick a topic of interest and write a paper about it. Goodsell said that six are presently enrolled in this program.

Spaghetti meal to raise funds for singers

A spaghetti supper will be held at the Carbondale Community High School (CCHS) East Cafeteria from 5:30 to 7:30 p.m. Saturday to raise money to send the CCHS Singers to Washington, D.C.

Tickets for the supper are $2.00 for adults and $1.00 for students. The supper is sponsored by the CCHS Music Boosters Association.

20% off everything thru April 19

$200 in prizes will be given away Register during this sale
Seminar class designs new look for Cobden

By Cathy Tokarski
Student Writer

The small community of Cobden may be sporting a new look in the future.

A design seminar class is working on a comprehensive plan for the town. A comprehensive plan involves research and planning on population trends, the present economic situation and land use of the district.

The students became involved in the design project after a meeting held by the Cobden community. A member of the design department, he asked for some free ideas from the design students for a face lift for the downtown business district.

Dan Chalfoux, a senior in design who is participating in the project, said Chalfoux hopes to attract new residents to the town. Chalfoux said that presently, Cobden's citizens are mostly older, retired persons.

Chalfoux explained that, "like many small southern Illinois towns, Cobden depended upon agriculture for its economic growth and stability. Technical advancements have made the small farm unprofitable."

Cobden's population has decreased in the past several years, Chalfoux said. To stop the outflow of population, students think an improved central business district, combined with the natural beauty of the town, would attract more people, he said.

The students are trying to think of planning that would benefit both present and future residents.

Radio-TV guide now available at department office

"The Radio," television graduate, brochure is now ready for distribution, according to Eyr Cupp, WSU promotion director. Students who appear in the book should stop by the department office for their free copy, according to Cupp. All other copies will be sent to broadcast stations across the country.

The Music People

Now at Discount Records
Includes the hit single "Harry Truman"
$4.29
$6.98 series

Also on Sale:

VIII

VIII

The Brand New Album

Records

611 S. ILLINOIS
Fry asks local businessmen to respond to city government needs

By Bruce Hackett
Daily Egyptian Staff Writer

City Manager Carroll Fry called on the Carbondale Chamber of Commerce to "make their views known to city government," during an address at the Carbondale Holiday Inn Thursday.

"The deteriorating of the downtown area as an example," Fry said "businesses have created many of the problems they have done little to solve them." "City government must work hand in hand with the business community in attacking many other problems, especially economic ones, that confront Carbondale today." Fry said.

Fry said the Chamber must act as a catalyst in sparking support in terms of time, ideas and dollars from the business community as a whole.

Forestry book due soon

A new publication dealing with the early settlement and agricultural development of the original problem area of the U.S. Department of Agriculture Forest Service's Carbondale field office will soon be available.

The book, "A Forestry Science Laboratory and How It Grew," also deals with forest exploitation, establishment of the forest research facilities, early research and the organization, development and expansion of the program.

The history was written by Cleo Caraway, secretary with the U.S. Forestry Service's Research Laboratory at SIU. It is being prepared for publication by the Washington office of the History Program of the U.S. Department of Agriculture Forest Service and will be printed by the U.S. Government Printing Office.

Photographer to show prints

Photographer Robert Flick will present his "L. A. Diary," a collection of photographic prints, at 7:30 p.m. Friday in the Morris Library Auditorium.

Flick is currently teaching art and photography at the University of Illinois in Champaign. The prints in his "Diary" are a collection of multiple exposures made in Los Angeles between 1968 and 1971.

played a resistive rather than a participatory role while addressing itself to the problems of the community.

Fry explained that past appearances before the chamber were often characterized as "needs falling on barren ground" and that it is time for the business community to "once again assume a leadership role.

"Now that the elections are over it is time to get back to the problems of the community."
Dancers, comics combine in lab theater production

By Deborah Singer

Daily Egyptian Staff Writer

Want a little slap and tickle? Or some good dancing? Then catch our next show. The assembled cast of dancers and vaudevilles comics in the Laboratory Theater this weekend, any and all of the above wish to entertain you.

To select their 30 dancers, along with five actors and their director, have choreographed eight original dance compositions and revived eight authentic vaudeville skits which culminate in a production titled "Comix and Dancers." Traditionally the art form covers a multitude of topics, one to another when Eddie Fie, Jr. and the Seven Little Foxes were vaudevillians circuit travelers.

In keeping with tradition, the show's executive director, Bill Potter, has structured an alternating pattern. There is a dance piece and then a vaudeville skit and so on throughout the evening. The method doesn't work because the traditions don't cease the audience from not being bored.

Instead, the audience is jaded and any form that may have been established through a certain piece is shattered. It's too hard to go from the thigh-slapping laughs of something like the old comedy scene "Scrambled Dates," to the lyrical beauty of a dance titled "Fetes," without some sort of a bump and gallop.

Performers in the vaudeville skits include Betty, Ginger, and Jacks, O'Marrone, Mike Myers and Gorham. On the whole, they do a lot of fresh material that is dated, corny and more than slightly ridiculous. But what's really unusual is that although all the material is quite dated, the performers are fresh and as much the audience's eyes on the actors, the actors depend on the material.

A scene like "Earl Through People Killed," written by W. C. Fields and originally performed by "Tom and Penny Brice," will probably not be funny long after the last person is laughing at Bob Hope. In this farcical look at domestic life, Myers as Mr. Shug, Marrone as Mrs. Shug and Gorham as their infant of indeterminate sex, are a prime example of the kind of humor that is not suited to this scene that nearly brought down the house.

Another skit, "Baseball Gag," has Wilson firmly entrenched in a wheelchair engaged in the favorite pastime of many elderly people - storytelling. The narrative in the part makes it seem like your dead, but distinctly dotty, old grandpa is benging your ear. "I was big at one time," boasts this shriveled old man, "but someone left me out in the rain."

The "German Senator" has Gorham reading the "nuisance" papers, talking about the "Pay-off" and sympathizing with the plight of early "woman suf- fering." Then the scene does for double talk what Rudy Vallée did for the megaphone.

The other vaudeville scences are "Nothing But Nonsense," "Bad Busters," "Scrambled Dates," "Oh, To Be An American," and "Orders Is Orders," all authentic skits written between 1900 and 1920.

The dances, all members of the Southern Illinois Repertory Dance Theatre, under the general direction of Lisa Thompson and Mike Murray, meet the rigorous standards of performing in a wide variety of dance styles with ease. Equipped with the necessary technical know how, most of the dancers are free to explore and experiment with different styles of modern dance.

Of the eight compositions, the styles vary from tradition to a variety of modern dance, to wildly abstract, and anything in between. African folk dance and a hot discoteque number thrown in for spice.

"Shadow Walking," choreographed by Ray Britten and Steve Budas, has these two men studied in checking out the different ways that people can move together. It's funny to see Budas perform as he trusts the smaller, and presumably lighter, Britten with his weight. The two are changed even among people who have to trust each other, can be generalized far beyond this dance.

Gordon Lightfoot... the music never stops

You saw him in concert April 4th, now hear Gordon Lightfoot again on these specially priced albums & tapes
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HEART DISEASE clinic to offer meal and dance at Makanda

The Illinois Heart Association will sponsor "Heart Disease 1975," a clinic about heart conditions. Scheduled for Friday and Saturday at Giant City Lodge in Makanda, the clinic will feature six medical doctors and a nurse to discuss heart disease and physical therapy.

The clinic will begin with a welcome by Dr. Courtland L. Monroe, from the department of internal medicine, SIU School of Medicine.

A dinner is set for 6:30 p.m. and will be followed by a dance at 8 p.m. A breakfast will begin the Saturday session at 8 a.m. Participants are encouraged to prepare a list of questions to be discussed at the breakfast conference. Registration fee is $30 for physicians and $15 for nurses. Medical students and physicians in training are welcome to attend free of charge. There will be a $4.50 fee for those students who wish to attend the dinner and dance.

EUROPE

$298 Round Trip

to and from Brussels

any age

stay up to one year

departure weekly

Call 457-7279 or 457-5723

AMERICAN INDIAN

Turquoise Jewelry

$100,000 INVENTORY AT 20% SAVINGS

THURS

APRIL 24TH

FRI

APRIL 25TH, 26TH

$150 in Turquoise Jewelry to be given away. COME SIGN UP!

FREEBIES

C h o r e e

values up to $36.00

NOW $25

FRIDAY

and SATURDAY

Only!

at

Z W I C K S

2034 S. Wood St.
Chicago, Illinois

702

So. Illinois
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Salukis are not opening McMillon U. W. W. and W. W. Smith posted an Slate tournament. Broncos last summer and this key figure in them and their summer schedules for a successful season already. SlU appear to surround Jones. The hurlers thrower as we will have coming in. according to head coach. One of our guys writes: "It is across the College World Series. Council Bluffs is right across the river from Omaha," he said, "So I gave the Salukis a big game. Koenrath said he probably would not be offered money to sign and he wants to get his education first, anyway. Two of his teammates hurlers also, are regarded as top notch hurlers, but Arizona is after them and the Salukis are not. While Koenrath is the only signee in the first week since the letter-of-intent period opened, four others appear to be good bets to end up at SlU.

Southpaw pitcher Bob Simond of suburban Barrington, near Chicago, is the key figure. Newman sees Simond as the top hurler in the state, but Berlenbach holding the same claim in law. Basically, a breaking ball pitcher. Simond posted an 8-4 record for the Broncos last season with an 0.39 earned run average. He led the 22-2 team to the semifinal round of the state tournament.

His batterymate, catcher Frank Shellenback, also is a highly recruited player, although his grades need a boost. Shellenback batted .455 last summer with seven of the team's 18 homers, completing perhaps the best battery in Illinois. "Shellenback is also a football player," Jones explained. "We're still keeping in touch with him, though. We told him if he was interested in going into football to let us know.

Whether he heads to Carbondale or not, the Salukis should be safe in the catching department. An impressive Cincinnati prepmer named Joe Bofelli apparently has a bead drawn on SlU.

Another Cincinnatian with possibilities is Randy Kieckhefer, now a sophomore at Gulf Coast (Fla.) Junior College. Kieckhefer was rated as a good defensive player in the outfield and the infield corners, presently is hitting about .355. The Salukis also hope to bring in another Florida junior college player--pitcher Dennis Kiszak of Chipola JC. A breaking ball pitcher, Kiszak presently is 3-1 with about a 1.90 ERA.

There is no one else besides these guys that we're really after," Jones said. "We usually put a two-week notice out to these players after the national letter-of-intent period opens. Then, if they don't sign by that time, we figure they're not interested and we look elsewhere.

The two-week period would end Wednesday, meaning a few signees might be announced prior to that early next week.

The Salukis will lose catcher Dan Herba, second baseman Howie Mitchell, reserve outfielder Ron Wolf and pitchers Ron Hodges, Robin Derry and Bob Leys to graduation. Outfielders Steve Shurtler and John Schifich and designated hitter Bert Newman will be eligible for the June draft, since those juniors' birthdays fall early enough in the year.

Women net tennis win

The Saluki women's tennis team opened its season Wednesday with a 9-4 home win over Southeast Missouri State. The team's next competition will be April 28 at Cape Girardeau, Mo., in a triangular against SEMO and Memphis State.


Netters home

The men's tennis squad will compete in three home matches this weekend. Friday the Salukis meet Oklahoma City at 5 p.m., and Saturday they face Memphis State at 9 a.m. and Missouri at 3 p.m.
Hancock wins second decathlon at Kansas

By Dave Wieczorek
Daily Egyptian Sports Writer

History often repeats itself, and Thursday afternoon was one of those occasions.

Saluki trackman Bill Hancock won the decathlon at the Kansas Relays for the second time in three years. Last year, he won the title in 1973 and finished third a year ago. After setting a national record in the撑杆跳, Hancock added 3,769 total in first day competition Wednesday. Hancock added 3,096 points Thursday for a grand total of 7,978, the highest total in the world this year.

"Bill had a super, super two days," said assistant Lew Hartung SIU coach. "He slipped up in the pole vault. I believe Bill was trying to let the prevailing wind carry him up and he didn't get up like he's capable of doing. But other than that, it was an excellent job."

Hancock managed only 14 feet 6 in. in the pole vault; although he was figuring on something closer to 15 feet.

Regatta skippers picked

By Scott Caldwell
Student Writer

Andy Karl, senior in biology and Gary Zinkak, senior in administration, both from Delta Phi Sigma and B skippers representing SIU when the St. Louis Student and Sigma Sigma Sigma College Sailing Club (SSSC) staged its name regatta at 9 a.m. Saturday.

Jim Griffin, club commodore, said the two won their places Sunday in a nine-race elimination regatta between the 15 skippers who wanted to represent the home team. The number three and four finishers were Griffin, a senior in psychology, and Klaus Treib, senior in zoology. They will be racing in the Drake Invitational in Des Moines, Iowa, also to be held Saturday.

Both races are sanctioned by the Midwest Collegiate Sailing Association. The Drake Invitational races are classified as a major regatta, with 16 teams planning to attend.

Griffin said that the SSSC regatta will be held in Crab Orchard Lake just off Lookout Point. The racers will sail around a triangular course in two fleets of six boats.

Each skipper will sail one race in each boat so that any handling differences between boats will not be a distinct advantage or disadvantage.

The object of intercollegiate racing is not to win the best boat, but to see who has the best skippers—which skipper can sail all the boats best without breaking the rules," Griffin said.

Points are accumulated from all races with three-pointers for first place, two points for second, three for third etc. A DSQ (disqualification) is worse one point more than the number of boats racing.

Griffin explained that a DSQ occurs when a boat breaks a rule and does not absolve itself of blame by doing a "720," which is two complete 180-degree turns. It is a close race, a "720" will usually mean a boat will be out of the running. A DSQ will mean the place is still fewer points than a DSQ.

Slaes, meeting set

Setball
Field 4:15 p.m.
1 Sigma PI vs Sigma Tau Gamma
2 Delta Upsilon vs Phi Kappa Tau
4 Phi Sigma Kappa vs Phi Beta Sigma
5 Tau Kappa Epsilon vs Alpha Phi Alpha
6 Foresters vs Canadian Club
7 International House vs Caught Lookin
3.5 by 3 m.
1 Bowling Commandoes vs Boeing's
2 A.R.U. vs Boeing Boys
3 J. D. vs Zombo Lookin
4 The Oilers vs Viscoutis
5 Where Next vs C.S.
6 De Ja Vu Strokers vs Flyers
7 Shady Oak Bombers vs Cosmic Hollis

Mini-Thursday Saturday
10 a.m. Latinists vs Arab Student Association
6:45 a.m. BP's vs L'Equipe
10:30 Climbing Tide vs Pete's Way
11:15 Arabian Gulf B vs Pagliari's

Saturday's competition concludes regular season play. There will be a manager's meeting Tuesday at the intramural office in the SIU Arena at 10 a.m. for 500 or better teams.

MAZDA CASH REBATES

$500

Good through May 31st on any new '74 rotary-engine car.

There's never been a better time to buy Mazda. You'll get a hammering of a deal from Jim, and $500 cash back from Mazda — when you buy any new 1974 rotary-engine car equipped the way you like it.

You can use your rebate toward the down payment or to make it so you want! Come in or call for a test drive!

One tough engine: One tough car. One hammering of a deal!

KARATE PRE-REGISTER
for SUMMER and FALL.

SPECIAL OFFER $25 OFF
WITH THIS AD
9 and 12 mo. programs
MUST ENROLL BY SUN., APRIL 27, 1973
CLASSES FOR MEN/WMN/CHILDREN

SERVING SOUTHERN ILLINOIS SINCE 1967
ISHSHINRYU KARATE SCHOOL
116 North Illinois (2nd floor) Carbondale
(Off Exit 4 of 109) National Bank
CALL 549-4806

kaleidoscope
large selection of fabrics
hand printed in india

KOSHER HOT DOG BARBECUE
SUNDAY, APRIL 20
6 p.m. at HIlLEl
ALL YOU CAN EAT
drinks and chips included
live folk music
only $1 ALL WELCOME

THE MOST DASHING DASHER OF ALL

Limited Edition Dasher GT
Epps VW
457-2184 Rt. 13 East

MAZDA CASH REBATES

$500

Good through May 31st on any new '74 rotary-engine car.

There's never been a better time to buy Mazda. You'll get a hammering of a deal from Jim, and $500 cash back from Mazda — when you buy any new 1974 rotary-engine

car equipped the way you like it. And you can use your
rebate toward the down payment or to make it so you want! Come in or call for a test drive!

One tough engine: One tough car. One hammering of a deal!
Women's sports equality long way off

"We've just now begun to see what can be done," said the head coach of the Saluki's women basketball team. "We've got a lot of potential, but we're just beginning to make a mark on the national scene." The team has been working hard to improve their skills and to attract more attention to women's sports.

But despite their progress, women's sports are still far from equal to men's in terms of funding, facilities, and opportunities. "We just need more money," said a member of the women's soccer team. "We can't compete unless we have the right resources." The team is currently fundraising to purchase new equipment and travel to away games.

Despite the challenges, the women's teams are determined to succeed. "We'll do whatever it takes," said a member of the women's volleyball team. "We're not going to give up until we reach our goals." The team has set their sights on winning a national championship, and they are working hard to make it a reality.

But the road to equality is a long one. "We still have a lot of work to do," said a member of the women's track and field team. "We need more visibility and support from the administration." The team is advocating for changes within the university to ensure that women's sports are given the same level of support as men's.

In the meantime, the women's teams are focusing on their own progress and improving their skills. "We're learning a lot from each other," said a member of the women's tennis team. "We're pushing each other to be the best we can be." The team is working hard to achieve their goals and to make a mark in the world of women's sports.

In the end, the women's teams are determined to prove that women can compete at the highest level. "We'll never give up," said the head coach of the women's softball team. "We'll keep fighting until we reach our goals." The team is committed to making a difference and to setting an example for future generations of women athletes.

But the road to equality is a long one. "We still have a lot of work to do," said a member of the women's track and field team. "We need more visibility and support from the administration." The team is advocating for changes within the university to ensure that women's sports are given the same level of support as men's.

In the meantime, the women's teams are focusing on their own progress and improving their skills. "We're learning a lot from each other," said a member of the women's tennis team. "We're pushing each other to be the best we can be." The team is working hard to achieve their goals and to make a mark in the world of women's sports.

But the road to equality is a long one. "We still have a lot of work to do," said a member of the women's track and field team. "We need more visibility and support from the administration." The team is advocating for changes within the university to ensure that women's sports are given the same level of support as men's.